The Parallel Genetic Algorithm for Construction of Technological Objects Neural Network Models
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Abstract—The parallel genetic algorithms implementation for neural networks models construction is discussed. The modification of this global optimization algorithm is proposed. The artificial neural networks are effective instrument to solve most problems of technological objectives and processes modelling. The article describes the aspects of genetic algorithms implementation for neural networks structure-parametric synthesis. It is offered to use different parallelization technique of genetic algorithm to increase computing performance. It is proposed to modify the standard multipopular parallel genetic algorithm adding its base topology dynamic adaptation. This approach allows to make effective algorithm with minimal computational difficulty. The algorithm modification shows best results, when implemented in computer network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial neural networks (ANN) represent an effective tool for solving a wide range of complex scientific and engineering problems, in particular, modeling of technological objects and processes. However, the impossibility of formalization of the neural network model structure-parametric synthesis significantly limits the practical application of this approach.

Automating the process of building arbitrary architecture neural networks involves solving complex multiparameter optimization problems, such as choosing the efficient structure of neural network and its training [1, 2].

To solve such optimization problems can be applied only adaptive direct search algorithms, which allows a global search in the solution space and to avoid local optima. Also it does not require information about the optimized function properties. Among these algorithms the most common are evolutionary algorithms (EA).

II. GENETIC ALGORITHMS FOR ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK CONSTRUCTION

In the genetic algorithm (GA), adapted to the training of neural networks, each individual of the population represents a complete set of neural network weights [3]. Evaluation of fitness of individuals is determined by a fitness function defined as the sum of square errors, i.e. differences between the expected and actual values at the output of the network for different input data. Individuals are encoded as binary sequences (chromosome) [4, 5, 6].

Genetic algorithm is applied to a population of individuals (chromosomes containing the encoded set of weights of a neural network) with the implementation of the model cycle of evolution, consisting of the following four steps. [7, 8, 9]

1. The decoding of each individual (chromosome) from the current generation to restore a plurality of scales and the design of the corresponding neural network with a priori given architecture.

2. The calculation of the total square error between the actual and setpoint values for all outputs of the network. This error defines the fitness of individuals.

3. The reproduction of individuals according to the chosen method of selection.

4. The application of genetic operators of crossing and mutation to obtain a new generation.

On the first step the general conceptual structure of data representation is to be chosen [10, 11]. Information about the structure can be directly encoded as a binary sequence, i.e. each link and each node (neuron) specified a certain number of bits. This way of representation scheme is called direct encoding (strong specification schema).
The second stage of the evolutionary design of neural network structure consists of the following steps [12, 13]:

1. The decoding of each individual of the current population to describe the architecture of the neural network.
2. The training of each neural network with the architecture obtained in the first step, using the genetic algorithm.
3. The evaluation of each individual (encoded architecture) fitness according to the achieved learning outcomes, i.e. the smallest total training square error.
4. The reproduction of individuals according to the chosen method of selection.
5. The application of genetic operators of crossing and mutation to obtain a new generation.

III. PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Performing calculations on evolutionary algorithms require serious computational resources. Application of parallel genetic algorithms (PGA) for the distributed solution of neural network modeling problem allows to significantly improving performance through parallel execution of computations.

The choice of method to parallelize the genetic algorithm depends on the following:
- how is the fitness estimated and the mutation applied;
- a single population is used or several subpopulations are made;
- how occurs the exchange of individuals between different subpopulations;
- how is applied breeding (globally or locally).

Depending on the implementation of each of these points, there are different ways of genetic algorithm parallelization. Massively parallel PGA, PGA with dynamic subpopulations, stationary, nonstationary, and hybrid methods of parallelization of GA [8, 14, 15] require either the presence of shared memory, or a significant information exchange between the computational nodes, which makes them inadequate for implementation in computer networks.

The most common and significant are the following two methods [16]:
- master-slave PGA with distributed evaluation of the fitness (MSPGA);
- multipopulation PGA (MPPGA).

MSPGA uses a single population. The performance growth is achieved by the fitness parallel evaluation. In this case productivity losses are associated with the cost of the information transfer.

In the MPPGA is used a small number of large subpopulations evolving in isolation on different compute nodes. For communication between subpopulations there is added the migration operator. The nature of migration depends on the topology of connections between subpopulations (isolated populations, complete graph, ring, etc.) and the rate of migration (number of individuals moved), migration patterns (some individuals move to another population and be replaced by it – “best”, “worst”, randomly selected), migration interval (frequency of movement).

MPPGA was selected for detailed study because of the following advantages:
- the covering of a large search space,
- low probability of premature convergence,
- reducing the calculation time is greater than the number of computational nodes, due to the possibility of more efficient implementation of the algorithm.

IV. THE STUDY OF DIFFERENT PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHMS EFFICIENCY

As part of the ongoing research has been realized the client-server software system that allows to automate the process of selecting effective patterns of ANN. The program system provides the following features:
- to set the parameters of genetic algorithm for tuning weights of the ANN connections (the amount of population, genetic operators, the number of iterations, etc.);
- to change the parameters of the genetic algorithm for the selection of the ANN effective patterns (amount of population, genetic operators, the number of iterations, etc.);
- to set the parameters of the parallel genetic algorithm (topology of connectivity between subpopulations, speed and schema migration as well as migration interval);
- to monitor the ANN design process.

The computational experiments have been carried out in the network of similar personal computers with Intel Pentium G2020 processor cores. The problem was to build an effective ANN of the ore-thermal melting technological process (OTM) [17].

Let’s describe the problem statement. There were chosen the parameters that characterizing the efficiency of the furnace ore-thermal melting. These parameters assess technological, energetic and economic aspects and include:
- loss of non-ferrous metals from slag;
- performance;
- specific consumption of electricity;
- the temperature of the slag;
- emissions of harmful substances into the atmosphere;
- other parameters.

Due to the high temperature and aggressive environment in the furnace it is difficult to obtain continuous, reliable and detailed information from object. The main control actions use:
- the amount of loaded silica;
- the amount of coke fed;
- the amount of converter slag;
- the input electrical power;  
- the electrodes penetration;  
- voltage;  
- other parameters.

The dimension of the input actions vector for a process is equal to 10, the dimension of the output vector parameters is also equal to 10.

For experiments was used the sample of 47 points.

There were made series of the computational experiments on the selection of genetic algorithm parameters to solve the stated problem.

The best values were:
- weights maximum value – 5.0;  
- weights minimum value – 5.0;  
- weights sampling increment – 0.0001;  
- population size – 100 for training, 20 for selecting the ANN structure;  
- number of generations – 100;  
- selection – tournament (10 individuals in the tournament for training, 5 – to select the ANN structure);  
- a crossbreeding – uniform;  
- mutation – average;  
- the maximum number of hidden neurons – 10;  
- number of activation function types – 8.

The characteristic feature of MPPGA is the migration operator, which influence was studied in this paper.

The averaged results of numerical experiments over 50 runs, are presented in table 1 (MSPGA) and table 2 (MPPGA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connections topology</th>
<th>Migration interval</th>
<th>Number of computational nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of populations</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The full graph</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The best results (with a fixed schema migration "the best replaces the worst" [18, 19, 20] and a given ANN model square error 3.5%) were obtained for the topology "ring". The complication of the topology (implementing PGA in a network) leads to a substantial increase of information exchange.

V. The Parallel Genetic Algorithm with Restructuration

In this paper we propose to modify the migration operator of MPPGA by supplementation the restructurization, which consists of adding the temporary connections between isolated populations that are not well-functioning at the moment.

Such populations could obtain additional migrants from the best individuals of those populations, which show quite good results.

Scheme of modified MPPGA with restructuration.

The base migration scheme is "the best replaces the worst". Let’s introduce notations:
- \( N \) – number of populations,  
- \( m_l \) – the migration speed of the population \( l \) \((l = 1, ..., N)\);  
- \( k_l \) – the migration speed of the population \( i \) \((i = 1, ..., N)\);  
- \( Q_l \) – the "quality" of the population \( l \) \((l = 1, ..., N)\);  
- \( f_{ij} \) – the fitness of individual \( j \) in population \( i \).

Let’s describe the algorithm on the example of population \( l \).
1. To make \( k_l \) cycles of standard GA.
2. To evaluate the quality criteria (1):

\[
Q_l = \sum_{j=1}^{m_l} \frac{f_{ij}}{m_l}
\]

for all populations. There \( f_{ij} \) – the fitness of individual \( j \) in population \( i \) from the set of its best \( m_l \) individuals.

3. If the inequality (2) is executed

\[
Q_l < \sum_{l=1}^{N} \frac{Q_l}{N},
\]

The tables show the dependence of the problem solving time (minutes) from the PGA type and the subpopulations connections topology.
then to add the temporary connection from the population \( j \) (where \( Q_j > \sum_{k=1}^{N} Q_k / N \)) to the population \( i \) with probability (3):

\[
P_j = \frac{Q_j}{\sum_{k} Q_k},
\]

where \( Q_k > \sum_{j=1}^{N} Q_j / N \).

4. To make a migration according the new topology.
5. To restore the previous topology.

There were made series of the computational experiments on the MPPGA with restructuration to solve the OTM problem. The averaged results of numerical experiments over 50 runs, are presented in Table 2. The table shows the dependence of the problem solving time (minutes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base system topology</th>
<th>Migration interval</th>
<th>Number of computational nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.55</td>
<td>13.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>12.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.84</td>
<td>15.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average performance increase comparing to standard MPPGA (percent)</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

Thus, it can be argued that the proposed modification of multipopulation parallel genetic algorithm can improve the performance of the standard algorithm on average 9.29%. It indicates the efficiency and effectiveness of this approach to solve complex problems of neural network modeling in computer networks.
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